Chic Neutrals
by Amy Ellis

FYI: AE 109 / AE 109G Trinket Size: 72" x 90"

THIS QUILT IS FAT QUARTER FRIENDLY
Chic Neutrals offers subtle neutral tones for sophisticated projects. Soft grey prints mixed with the colors of twilight have been carefully selected for the palette. We have added a select variety of cotton and linen prints for an extra touch of texture, or a home decor project. No matter what you envision it’s sure to be chic!
**FYI:**

**THIS QUILT IS HONEY BUN® FRIENDLY**

**AE 108/ AE 108G** Happy Hour Size: 62" x 80"

- **Charcoal**
  - 3517 14 *

- **Eggplant**
  - 3510 15
  - 3511 12 *
  - 3514 20
  - 3516 18 *

13

*August Delivery*
FYI: THIS QUILT IS FAT QUARTER FRIENDLY

**AE 110 / AE 110G** Talk of the Town  Size: 60" x 72"

August Delivery
AE 111 / AE 111G Uptown Tote  Size: 14" x 11" x 6"

Linen Fabric

AE 112 / AE 112G Dinner Party

38 Prints - 100% Premium Cotton
8 Linens - 30% Linen & 70% Cotton
Linens are not included in the AB's, FB's, JR's, LC's, MC's or PP's.
JR's, LC's, MC's and PP's include two each of 3517-14 & 17.

Delivery: August, 2015